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ABSTRACT

mmWave communication in 60GHz band has been recognized as

an emerging technology to support various bandwidth-hungry

applications in indoor scenarios. To maintain ultra-high through-

puts while addressing potential blockage problems for mmWave

signals, maintaining line-of-sight (LoS) communications between

client devices and access points (APs) is critical. To maximize LoS

communications, one approach is to deploy multiple APs in the

same room. In this paper, we investigate the optimal placement

of multiple APs using both analytical methods and simulations.

Considering the uncertainty of obstacles and clients, we focus on

two typical indoor settings: random-obstacle-random-client (RORC)

scenarios and !xed-obstacle-random-client (FORC) scenarios. In

the !rst case, we analytically derive the optimal positions of APs

by solving a thinnest covering problem. This analytical result is

used to show that deploying up to 5 APs in a speci!c room brings

substantial performance gains. For the FORC scenario, we propose

the shadowing-elimination search (SES) algorithm based on an

analytic model to e"ciently determine the placement of APs. We

show, through simulations, that with only a few APs, the network

can achieve blockage-free operation in the presence of multiple

obstacles and also demonstrate that the algorithm produces near-

optimal deployments. Finally, we perform ns-3 simulations based

on the IEEE 802.11ad protocol at mmWave frequency to validate our

analytical results. The ns-3 results show that proposed multi-AP

deployments produce signi!cantly higher aggregate performance

as compared to other common AP placements in indoor scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the increase in data demand and bandwidth-intensive appli-

cations, both academia and industry are pursuing new wireless

technologies beyond WiFi and LTE. Millimeter wave (mmWave)

communication has the potential to provide multi-gigabit per sec-

ond data rates due to the large available unlicensed bandwidth

[1, 2], and several standardization e#orts such as IEEE 802.11ad and

WiGig operating on 60GHz mmWave frequency band have already

achieved per-link data rates of 7 Gbps in indoor WLANs [3, 4].

However, mmWave signals su#er more severe path loss and pen-

etration loss compared to lower-frequency signals. Even though the

use of high-gain directional antennas can help compensate for poor

propagation, it is still challenging for mmWave communication to

overcome blockage e#ects [5]. Therefore, line-of-sight (LOS) con-

nectivity between access points (APs) and clients becomes critical

to boost link performance, and when mmWave links are blocked

by obstacles such as humans and furniture, signal strength is de-

graded by about 30dB for non-LOS paths [6], which results in lower

throughput. Since the transmission ranges are very limited in a

typical indoor setting, any link with LoS connectivity between an

AP and the client is likely to have a high data rate, and maximizing

the number of LOS links will also maximize network throughput.

To overcome blockages and maintain LOS paths in mmWave

WLANs, three approaches are: 1) the use of re%ected signals, 2) the

use of relay nodes, and 3) infrastructure diversity, i.e., multiple APs.

Several previous works [7, 8] use re%ections to steer around obsta-

cles and provide some blockage resilience, such as in [9], which

proposed a solution where 60 GHz signals can bounce o# data

center ceilings. However, these indirect LOS transmissions su#er

severe attenuation due to the absorption of the re%ecting surface

[10]. Some other works [11–13] use relay nodes to maintain connec-

tivity, and presented di#erent relay selection algorithms. A concern

with relays is the end-to-end latency increase due to the additional

processing time at each hop and the relatively long-distance trans-

mission, which may interrupt upper layer protocols. With the trend

for dense AP deployments, we consider the use of multiple APs as

a promising approach to address the blockage problem.

Some related works have focused on protocol design or sched-

uling strategy for multi-AP indoor mmWave WLANs to maintain

LOS communication [14–16]. However, these works do not consider

the placement problem with multiple APs, which could provide

great bene!ts for their protocols. Intuitively, severe blockage ef-

fects can be mitigated with a good deployment strategy of APs in

indoor environments, which will signi!cantly improve the LOS

performance of mmWave communication. To our knowledge, there

are a few works that have considered the multi-AP deployment

issue in mmWave WLANs [17, 18]. In [17], the authors proposed a

heuristic algorithm that determines the locations of AP and relays

to maximize the coverage by sensing re%ection pro!le. In [18], the

impact of base station deployment on LOS probability in 5G indoor

scenarios was studied based on simulations, but only !ve special
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deployment cases were considered, where the devices followed a

linear arrangement, i.e., deployed along the center line of a room.

In this paper, we study the coverage and placement of multiple

APs in an indoor scenario such as Fig. 1. Due to the uncertainty

of obstacles (e.g. furniture or humans) and client devices, we con-

sider two indoor scenarios: random-obstacle random-client (RORC)

scenario and !xed-obstacle random-client (FORC) scenario. In the

!rst case without any obstacle information, the problem becomes

how to deploy multiple APs to achieve optimal LOS performance

in a bare room. By solving a thinnest covering problem, we derive

the optimal positions of multiple APs for arbitrary-sized rectan-

gular rooms. In FORC scenarios where obstacles are !xed and

their locations/dimensions are known, e.g. the furniture has been

placed in the room, we propose a shadowing-elimination search

(SES) algorithm that determines multi-AP locations based on geo-

metric analysis, and the placement of APs achieving full coverage

(blockage-free) is also investigated. To evaluate the performance of

multi-AP deployments in RORC scenarios, we use the ns-3 simula-

tor based on IEEE 802.11ad protocol at mmWave frequency of 60

GHz. Through simulation results, the proposed optimal placement

of APs outperforms other common AP deployment methods in both

LOS probability and user throughput.

R
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Figure 1: Multi-AP mmWave indoor wireless networks.

2 BLOCKAGE MODEL AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we use a stochastic geometric method to analyze

blockage e#ects in indoor environments and evaluate the LOS

performance theoretically.

From the 2-dimensional perspective, obstacles such as stationary

furniture or temporarily stopped humans are assumed to form a

Boolean scheme of rectangles [19]. The centers Co of these rectan-

gles fall within the room and form a homogeneous Poisson point

process (PPP) of density λ, where the obstacle density is de!ned

as the expected number of obstacles in unit area. The widthsWo

and lengths Lo are assumed to be i.i.d. distributed and follow the

normal distribution as N (µw , σw
2) and N (µl , σ l

2), respectively.

The orientation θo of every obstacle is assumed to be uniformly

distributed in (0, 2π ]. In this way, each obstacle Bo (w, l ,θ ) is com-

pletely characterized by the quadruple {Co ,Wo ,Lo ,Θo }.
Based on the Boolean scheme for obstacles in 2D blockage model

[20], we obtain the blockage area between client i and AP j as:

Sb (w, l ,θ , r ) = di, j · (| cosθ | ·w + | sinθ | · l) +w · l (1)

where di, j is the horizontal distance between AP and its served

client, w, l ,θ are the obstacle’s width, length and orientation, re-

spectively. Then, the expectation of the total number of obstacles

K blocking the link between client i and AP j is derived as:

E[K] =
∫

Wo

∫

Lo

∫

Θo

1
2π Sb (w, l ,θ ,d)fWo

(w)fLo (l)dwdldθ

=
2di, j ·(µw+µl )

π + µw · µl
(2)

Now we introduce the height e#ects of obstacles and extend

the blockage model to 3 dimensions. It is known that an obstacle

intersecting the link between client and AP with a horizontal length

of d blocks the LOS path if and only if its height ho > hx , where

hx = HA +
x
d
· (hc −HA), and HA and hc are the heights of AP and

client (HA > hc ), respectively.

Since the heights of obstacles are usually di#erent in reality, we

assume that the obstacle’s height ho follows the uniform distri-

bution Ho∼U (ao ,bo ) in following parts of this paper, thus in this

3-dimensional model, each obstacle Bo (w, l ,h,θ ) is extended to be

characterized by the quintuple {Co ,Wo ,Lo ,Ho ,Θo }. We then use

B to denote the event that the LOS path between the AP and the

client is blocked. Assuming that the height of client hc also follows

the uniform distributionsU (ac ,bc ), the conditional probability that
an obstacle blocks the LOS path is:

ε =
+∞∫

−∞
P(B |hc ) · fH (hc )dhc

=

bc∫

ac

[1 −
1∫

0

y ·hc+(1−y)HA∫

0

fH (ho )dhdy] · fH (hc )dhc

= 1 − 2HA−bo−ao
2·(bc−ac ) · ln(HA−ac

HA−bc ).

(3)

Note that ε is independent of K when the intersections with obsta-

cles form a PPP on the LOS path between AP and client. Therefore,

incorporating the heights of obstacles only introduces a constant

scaling factor ε to results that ignore the height. According to the

PPP thinning property, E[K]′ in 3D blockage model is εE[K] for
incorporating the height e#ect of obstacles. Finally, we arrive at

the LOS probability between client i and AP j:

PLOSi, j = exp{−λ · [ 2di, j (µw+µl )π − di, j (µw+µl )(2HA−bo−ao )
π (bc−ac ) ·

ln(HA−ac
HA−bc ) −

µw µl (2HA−bo−ao )
2·(bc−ac ) ) · ln(HA−ac

HA−bc ) + µw · µl ]}.
(4)

With this analytical result, we investigate how the AP’s height

HA a#ects the LOS probability. According to Eq. (4), we !nd that

PLOS increases monotonically with increasing HA, which proves

that the largest AP height provides the maximum LOS prob-

ability. Therefore, APs should be mounted on the ceiling of the

room to achieve the best LOS performance. In what follows, we

focus on 2D deployment of ceiling-mounted APs in di#erent indoor

scenarios, and the 3D coordinates of APs can be easily obtained by

adding the APs’ height (i.e., the room’s height).

3 MULTI-AP PLACEMENT IN RORC
SCENARIOS

In these scenarios, all obstacles and clients are randomly distributed,

and the problem of maximizing LOS probability is equivalent to

deploying APs so as to maximize the coverage of a given room.
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3.1 Horizontal distance minimization

In a speci!c room, we assume that clients are randomly located and

will !nd the closest APs for connection. Thus our objective is to

deploy N APs in order to maximize the minimum LOS probability

between each AP and its served users, and the problem can be

formulated as:

max
Pos

min
i ∈U

{max
j ∈AP

PLOSi, j }, ∀Pos ∈ Rm. (5)

where Pos are positions of APs and should not beyond the range

of room. To simplify Eq. (5), we give the speci!c room sizes and

obstacle distributions in Eq. (4), and it is observed that PLOSi, j is

inversely proportional to the horizontal distance di, j between the

client and AP. Therefore, we can reformulate the problem in Eq. (5)

as !nding APs’ positions that minimize the maximum horizontal

distance between the random client and its served AP, which can

be described as:

argmin
Pos

max
i ∈U

{min
j ∈AP

| |ui − Posj | |2}, ∀u, Pos ∈ Rm. (6)

Of particular note, with several speci!c (known) clients u in

the room, the RORC scenario is transformed to a random-obstacle-

!xed-client (ROFC) scenario, and we can !nd the optimal locations

of APs by solving Eq. (6).

However, it is not easy to !nd the optimal positions of multiple

APs without known users in the RORC scenario, since it will take

an impractically long time to obtain the optimal solution by solving

Eq. (6) when the number of APs is larger than 2.

For rectangular rooms, we can transform this multi-AP deploy-

ment (MD) problem into the Thinnest covering (TC) problem [21],

which is a classical mathematical problem that aims to !nd n con-

gruent discs (circles) with the smallest radius rn that cover a speci!c

rectangle. As Fig. 2 shows, the goal of the Thinnest covering problem

is equivalent to our objective function in Eq. (6), which is trying to

!nd optimal placement of n APs that minimizes the maximum hori-

zontal distance (referred to as the achievable distance dac ) between

a random client and its serving AP. Here rn in the TC problem is

equal to dac in the MD problem, and the center point of each circle

in TC problem is the optimal position of each AP. In what follows,

we derive the optimal placement for di#erent numbers of APs in

RORC scenarios.

mmWave

AP1

mmWave

AP2

mmWave

AP3

mmWave

AP4

mmWave

AP5

Figure 2: An example of covering a roomwithmultiple APs.

3.2 Multi-AP deployment cases

In this part, we use both analytic methods and the simulated anneal-

ing approach in [21, 22] to solve this Thinnest covering problem, and

derive the optimal locations of single or multiple APs in arbitrary-

sized rectangular rooms.

First, we start with the simplest case when n is 1, i.e., deploying

a single AP to achieve maximum LOS probability. Since ceiling-

mounted APs are utilized, here we just focus on 2D placement of

AP in RORC indoor settings. In a speci!c room with the length

rl and width rw (rl ≥ rw ), the thinnest covering of a rectangle

with one circle is shown in Fig. 3 (a), and the optimal position

for single AP is (
rl
2 ,

rw
2 ). The achievable distance dac , i.e., the

smallest radius of the circle r1, is
1
2

√
rl
2
+ rw 2. This result shows

that deploying the single AP in the center of the room provides the

best LOS performance for randomly located clients.
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Figure 3: Optimal positions of 1-2 APs (rl = 10m, rw = 5m).

In the 2-AP deployment case, the unique thinnest covering with

two circles is shown in Fig. 3 (b), thus the optimal positions for

two APs are (
rl
4 ,

rw
2 ) and (

3rl
4 , rw2 ), and dac =

1
4

√
rl
2
+ 4rw 2.

Considering the 3-AP deployment, there are two types of thinnest

covering in terms of room sizes (shown in Fig. 4). With di#erent

length-width ratios of the room, we derive the optimal positions

for three APs as:

(xi ∗,yi ∗) =
{

( rl6 ,
rw
2 ), ( 2rl3 ,

rw
4 ), ( 2rl3 ,

3rw
4 ), if rl

rw
≤ 3

2 ;

( rl6 ,
rw
2 ), ( rl2 ,

rw
2 ), ( 5rl6 ,

rw
2 ), if

rl
rw
>

3
2 .

(7)

The corresponding dac are

√
16rl 4+40rl 2rw 2

+9rw 4

16rl
and

√
rl 2+9rw 2

6 ,

respectively.
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-2
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Figure 4: Optimal positions of 3 APs ((a) rl = 9m, rw = 6m;

(b) rl = 10m, rw = 5m).

In the same way, the optimal positions (xi ∗,yi ∗) for 4-AP

case are derived as follow:
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( rl4 ,
rw
4 ), ( rl4 ,

3rw
4 ), ( 3rl4 ,

rw
4 ), ( 3rl4 ,

3rw
4 ) if rl

rw
≤
√

5+16
√
10

15 ;

(Kx1, rw2 ), ( rl2 , 0), (
rl
2 , rw ), (rl − Kx1,

rl
2 ) if

√
5+16

√
10

15 <
rl
rw
<

4√
3
;

( rl8 ,
rw
2 ), ( 3rl8 ,

rw
2 ), ( 5rl8 ,

rw
2 ), ( 7rl8 ,

rw
2 ) if

rl
rw

≥ 4√
3
,

(8)

where Kx1 =

√
rw 2

36 (2
√

rl 2

rw 2 + 3 − rl
rw

)
2

− rw 2

4 . The corresponding

dac are

√
rl 2+rw 2

4 ,
2
√
rl 2+3rw 2−rl

6 and

√
rl 2+16rw 2

8 , respectively. As

Fig. 5 shows, there are 3 optimal deployment types for 4-AP case

with respect to di#erent length-width ratios of the room.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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6
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0
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Figure 5: Optimal positions of 4 APs ((a) rl = 9m, rw = 6m;

(b) rl = 10m, rw = 5; (c) rl = 15m, rw = 6m).

Considering the 5-AP deployment, the situation becomes more

complicated since there are four types of thinnest covering in terms

of di#erent length-width ratios of room (shown in Fig. 6), where

the optimal positions (xi ∗,yi ∗) of these 5 APs are derived as:




Type I : ( rl6 ,Ky1), (
rl
2 ,Ky1), (

5rl
6 ,Ky1), (

rl
4 ,Ky2), (

3rl
4 ,Ky2),

if
rl
rw

≤ 2.02;

Type II : (Kx2, rw4 ), (Kx2, 3rw4 ), ( rl2 ,
rw
2 ), (rl − Kx2,

rw
4 ),

(rl − Kx2,
3rw
4 ), if 2.02 <

rl
rw

≤ 2.35;

Type II I : (Kx3, rw2 ), (Kx4, 0), (Kx4, rw ), (Kx5, rw2 ),
(rl − Kx3,

rw
2 ), if 2.35 <

rl
rw

≤ 5√
3
;

Type IV : ( rl10 ,
rw
2 ), ( 3rl10 ,

rw
2 ), ( rl2 ,

rw
2 ), ( 7rl10 ,

rw
2 ), ( 9rl10 ,

rw
2 ),

if
rl
rw
>

5√
3
.

(9)

where




Ky1 =

√
D5(1)2 − rl 2

36 , Ky2 = rw −
√
D5(1)2 − rl 2

16 ,

Kx2 =

√
D5(2)2 − rw 2

16 ,Kx4 = 2

√
D5(3)2 − rw 2

4 + D5(3),

Kx3 =

√
D5(3)2 − rw 2

4 , Kx5 = 3

√
D5(3)2 − rw 2

4 + 2D5(3),
(10)

where D5(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) is the achievable distance dac of Type

i , and D5(1) is the smallest positive real root of the equation in

Theorem 5 of [21], D5(2) = 1
6

√
5rl

2 − 2rl
√
4rl

2 − 9rw 2, D5(3) =
1
16 (3

√
rl
2
+ 8rw 2 − rl ), and D5(4) = 1

10

√
rl
2
+ 25rw 2.
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Figure 6: Optimal positions of 5 APs ((a) rl = 9m, rw = 6m; (b)

rl = 11m, rw = 5; (c) rl = 13m, rw = 5m; (d) rl = 15m, rw = 5m).

In the 6-AP deployment case, we also have four di#erent types

which are shown in Fig. 7, and the optimal positions of these 6

APs are derived as follows:




Type I : ( rl6 ,
rw
4 ), ( rl6 ,

3rw
4 ), ( rl2 ,

rw
4 ), ( rl2 ,

3rw
4 ),

( 5rl6 ,
rw
4 ), ( 5rl6 ,

3rw
4 ), if

rl
rw

≤ 2.92;

Type II : (Kx6, rw4 ), (Kx6, 3rw4 ), (Kx7, rw2 ), (Kx8, 0),
(Kx8, rw ), (Kx9, rw2 ), if 2.92 <

rl
rw

≤ 2 +
√
5
2 ;

Type II I : (Kx10, rw2 ), (Kx11, rw2 ), ( rl2 , 0), (
rl
2 , rw ),

(rl − Kx11,
rw
2 ), (rl − Kx10,

rw
2 ), if 2+

√
5
2 <

rl
rw

≤ 6√
3
;

Type IV : ( rl12 ,
rw
2 ), ( rl4 ,

rw
2 ), ( 5rl12 ,

rw
2 ), ( 7rl12 ,

rw
2 ),

( 3rl4 ,
rw
2 ), ( 11rl12 ,

rw
2 ), if

rl
rw
>

6√
3
.

(11)

where




Kx6 =

√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

16 ,Kx7 = 2

√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

16 +

√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

4 ,

Kx8 = D6(2) + 2
√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

16 + 2

√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

4 ,

Kx9 = rl −
√
D6(2)2 − rw 2

4 , Kx10 =

√
D6(3)2 − rw 2

4 ,

Kx11 = 3

√
D6(3)2 − rw 2

4 .

(12)

Here the achievable distance of Type I D6(1) = 1
12

√
4rl

2
+ 9rw 2,

D6(2) of Type II is the smallest positive root of following equation:

2

√
4D6(2)2 − rw 2

+ 2D6(2) +
√
4D6(2)2 − 1/4rw 2 − rl = 0, (13)

and D6(3) = 1
30 · (4

√
rl
2
+ 15rw 2 − rl ), D6(4) = 1

12

√
rl
2
+ 36rw 2.

For other optimal placement cases with more than 6 APs, we can

use the same way to !rst solve the thinnest covering problem, and

then derive the optimal positions of APs in di#erent types. Actually,

for all cases reported on in later sections, deploying 6 APs provides

more than su"cient performance gains and deploying additional

APs provides little bene!t.

In particular, from the optimal placement results of 1∼6 APs, it
is observed that there always exists one special deployment type

that linearly arranges APs when the room is longer (i.e., rl /rw is

large), such as the results shown in Fig. 4 (b), Fig. 5 (c), Fig. 6 (d)

and Fig.7 (d), thus we make an important conclusion:
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Figure 7: Optimal positions of 6 APs ((a) rl = 9m, rw = 6m; (b)

rl = 15m, rw = 5; (c) rl = 16m, rw = 5m; (d) rl = 18m, rw = 5m).

Theorem 1 (Linear arrangement condition) In a speci!c room

(rl × rw × rh ) with N APs, if rl /rw > N /
√
3, the optimal deployment

method is to linearly arrange APs on the ceiling and along the center

line of the shorter edge of room, where the optimal position of ith AP

is ( (2i − 1)rl
2N

,
rw

2
, rh ).

Proof. According to the geometric analysis for thinnest cover-

ing of a longer rectangle, we can !nd the smallest radius of circles

rn = dac ≥ 1
2

√
( rl
N ·rw )2 + 1, and the linear covering like in Fig. 4

(b) is the only arrangement that attains the lower bound of rn if

rl /rw > N /
√
3. Then we can derive the y-axis coordinate of each

AP must be in the middle of short edge of the room, and x-axis co-

ordinate for ith AP along the longer edge of room is [(2i −1)rl ]/2N .

Since we adopt the ceiling-based APs to achieve better LOS perfor-

mance (see Sec. 2), the z-axis of each AP is obtained as rh . �

3.3 Analysis of multi-AP degree

Based on the preceding theoretical analysis of multi-AP deployment

in RORC scenarios, here we investigate the performance bene!ts

of di#erent numbers of APs.

First, we derive the expected LOS probability (ELP) as a metric

for subsequent evaluation. Since a randomly-located client can be

viewed as a random point distributed in a circle with a radius of

Dn (i.e., achievable distance dac ), ELP of a random client and its

connected AP is derived as:

ELP =
Dn∫

0

PLOSi, j (x) · 2x
D2
n
dx

=
2e−C2

C1
2 ·Dn

2 · (1 − e−C1 ·Dn −C1 · Dn · e−C1 ·Dn )
(14)

whereC1 =
2ε ·λ ·(µl+µw )

π ,C2 = ε ·λ ·µl ·µw , PLOSi, j has been derived

in Eq. (4), and Dn is the maximum horizontal distance which can

be obtained in Sec. 3.2 in terms of the number of APs n.

We evaluate the expected LOS probability with respect to the

degree of APs and obstacle density. Fig.8 (a) shows the results in

a 9m × 6m room, and we !nd that deploying an odd number of

APs brings smaller performance improvement than deploying an

even number of APs, e.g., deploying 3 APs brings little performance

increase compared with deploying 2 APs, but there is a relatively

larger improvement with 4 APs instead of 3 APs. Besides, the per-

formance gains become much smaller with higher numbers of APs,

and this result is more obvious in Fig.8 (b) with a “longer" room

(18m × 5m), especially when the number of APs is larger than 5,

the sixth AP only brings a performance increase of less than 1%.
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Figure 8: Excepted LOS probability vs. degree of AP and ob-

stacle density.

In addition, we also investigate how room sizes a#ect the LOS

performance. In Fig.9, with the speci!c obstacle density (λ = 0.4)

and room’s length-width ratio (rl /rw = 2.5), it shows that the ELP

decreases as the room size increases with di#erent numbers of APs,

and this is because the maximal horizontal distance (Dn ) increases

with a larger room, which results in a higher probability of ex-

periencing blockage between an AP and its clients. On the other

hand, as the number of APs increases with a speci!c room area, the

performance improvement brought by higher numbers of APs is

marginal, where the average performance increases over di#erent

room areas from 2nd AP to 7th AP are 40.21%, 10.56%, 4.43%, 2.17%,

1.43% and 1.06%, respectively. Considering the cost of commercial

mmWave AP devices, such as TP-Link Talon AD7200 Multi-Band

Wi-Fi Router at $350 [23], the second "$350" brings 40.21% potential

performance increase, but the sixth or seventh "$350" only brings

around 1% improvement, which also accords with the law of dimin-

ishing marginal utility. Therefore, we demonstrate that a number

of APs of up to 5 o!er higher relative performance gains,

while improvements brought by higher degrees are marginal.
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Figure 9: Excepted LOS probability vs. room size with di!er-

ent number of APs.
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4 MULTI-AP PLACEMENT IN FORC
SCENARIOS

In this section, we consider another more realistic scenario, where

the furniture such as tables, bookshelf or other objects with “obvi-

ous" heights 1 has been placed in the room, which forms a FORC

scenario. With these !xed and known obstacles in indoor settings,

we investigate how to deploy the single or multiple APs that pro-

vides better LOS communications for random-located clients.

4.1 Shadowing area minimization

In the FORC scenario, to achieve better LOS performance with

multiple APs, the problem becomes !nding locations of ceiling-

mounted APs that can provide maximum e#ective LOS region for

clients in the presence of known obstacles. In other words, the

objective is to deploy APs so as to minimize the shadowing region

(SR) caused by obstacles, so the formulated problem is described as:

argmin
Pos

⋃

i ∈Obs
SAi ,∀Pos ∈ Rm (15)

where SAi is the area of SR caused by the obstacle i , and Pos are

the positions of APs.

rw

Obstacle

w

l

AP

rl

AP

a shadowed

grid (SG)

Figure 10: Top view of the SR caused by a single obstacle.

Fig. 10 shows an example of SR caused by a !xed obstacle, and

the shape or size of SR is determined by several factors, such as

the size of obstacle and the relative positions between AP and

the obstacle. Here we make the assumption that obstacles in the

room have only two orientations: 0◦ and 90◦, which means that the

edges of obstacle will be parallel with the walls. This assumption

is reasonable in practice since we typically deploy furniture in the

same direction as one of the walls in the room.

To solve Eq. (15) and !nd the placement of APs, we introduce a

grid-based shadowing search (GSS) method to calculate the shadow-

ing area (SA), where the main idea is to !rst divide the rectangle

(see Fig. 10) into a large number of small grids with side length2

lд . Then, we !nd all shadowed grids (SG) whose center points fall

in the shadowing region. After traversing all grid elements, SA is

found as the cumulative area of shadowed grids. According to a

geometric analysis, we determine that a grid element is shadowed

if its center point exists in a shadowing polygon formed by an AP

1Here the object with the height larger than general height of client is considered as
the obvious obstacle, since objects with very small heights will have no e#ect on LOS
paths between ceiling-mounted APs and clients.
2A smaller lд provides more accurate results but has higher computational cost.

and known obstacles. Due to space limitations, a detailed geometric

analysis of this point-existent problem is not presented but can be

found in our companion technical report [24].

4.2 Single-AP single-obstacle case

In this part, we start from a simple case where there are a single AP

and one obstacle in the room. By using the GSS method to obtain SA

in terms of di#erent AP’s positions, we can !nd the optimal AP’s

position which has minimum shadowing area SAmin . Assuming the

clients are randomly distributed in the room, the LOS probability

can be derived as SAmin /(rw · rl ).
Fig. 11 shows an example with one !xed obstacle in a speci!c

room (12m*8m*3m), and we observe that the optimal position of

AP will be on one edge of the room (the red region shown in Fig. 11

(a)), and the corresponding LOS probabilities with di#erent AP’s

positions are shown in Fig. 11 (b).
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Figure 11: Optimal position of AP in a single-obstacle case

(obstacle’s height ho = 2.0m).

When we consider a similar case but the obstacle has a lower

height (ho = 1.2m), it is observed that the optimal position of

AP is now above the obstacle (shown in Fig. 12). Therefore, we

conclude that the obstacle’s height has a signi!cant impact on the

optimal position of an AP, and deploying the AP on one edge

of the room or directly above the obstacle achieves the best

LOS performance in single-obstacle cases.
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Figure 12: Optimal position of AP in a single-obstacle case

(obstacle’s height ho = 1.2m).

4.3 Single-AP multi-obstacle case

Considering multi-obstacle cases with a single AP, one important

step is to !rst !nd the union of SRs (i.e., without overlapping area)
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caused by di#erent obstacles, and then the optimal placement of AP

can be obtained by solving Eq. (15). Here, Algorithm 1 shows the

method of calculating shadowing area with multiple obstacles for

each AP’s position. For every obstacle i , GSS method is conducted

to get shadowed-grid set SGi , which includes all grids shadowed by

this obstacle (Line 3). Then, we start to check whether the grid in

SGi has already been put in SGnew (Lines 4-5), and if not, this new

shadowed grid will be added in SGnew (Lines 5-6). This step is used

to eliminate the overlapping shadowing area caused by di#erent

obstacles. After traversing all known obstacles, the union of SRs is

obtained (Line 10), and !nally we !nd the optimal position of AP

by solving Eq. (15).

Algorithm 1 Finding the union of SR in multi-obstacle case

Input: Obs (obstacles’ positions), pos (AP’s position), G (grid set),
lд (grid length), params (includes rw , rl , HA, size of each obsta-
cle)

Output: SAu
1: SGnew=[]; // init the shadowed-grid set
2: for each obstacle i ∈ Obs do
3: [SAi , SGi ] = GSSFunction(Obs(i), pos , G, params);
4: for each grid j ∈ SGi do
5: if (j < SGnew ) then
6: SG.add(G(j));
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: SAu=size(SGnew ) · l2д ;
11: return SAu , SGnew ;

Fig. 13 shows twomulti-obstacle cases with the optimal AP place-

ment. In Fig. 13 (a), because four obstacles have the same sizes and

are symmetrically located, there exist four equivalent positions

(red stars) to optimally deploy the AP with minimum SR, but if

all the heights of these obstacles are changed to 2.0m, we have

only one optimal position of AP (blue star), which also implies that

the heights of obstacles have a signi!cant impact on optimal AP

deployment. For another case shown in Fig. 13 (b), where multiple

obstacles with di#erent sizes are randomly distributed, only one

optimal position of AP is found to achieve best LOS performance.

From the results of these cases, we observe that the AP deployment

in FORC scenarios is obviously di#erent from that in RORC sce-

narios (placing AP in the center of the room), which means that

the optimal AP placement is closely related to whether the

information of obstacles is known or not.
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Figure 13: Optimal position of AP in multi-obstacle cases.

4.4 Multi-AP multi-obstacle case

In this part, we consider the multi-AP placement in FORC scenarios.

Actually the optimal positions of multiple APs can be found by

using the same method as in single-AP cases, but it is hard to

solve Eq. (15) within a reasonable time when the number of APs is

larger. Therefore, we propose a shadowing-elimination search (SES)

algorithm to heuristically solve this multi-AP deployment problem.

Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps of the SES algorithm. First,

considering all grids within the room, Algorithm 1 is conducted to

get the union of shadowing area for each possible AP’s position

(Lines 3-5). Then, the optimal position of the !rst AP is found which

has the minimum SR (Lines 6-7). Before starting to !nd the next

AP’s position, the grid set G is updated as the shadowed-grid set

of !rst AP (Line 8), which means that the following AP will be

placed at the position that eliminates the most remaining SRs of the

!rst AP. With this process, we can !nd all positions of N APs with

the minimum remaining SR of the !rst AP and achieve maximum

coverage.

Algorithm 2 Shadowing-elimination search

Input: Obs , lд , params , N
Output: Pap
1: G=[all grids ∈ Rm]; // !rst consider all grids
2: for each AP i from 1 to N do
3: for each pos of AP i do
4: [SAui , SGi ]=FindUnionSR(Obs,pos,G, lд ,params);
5: end for
6: APi=arg min{SAui };
7: Pap .add(APi );
8: G=[grids in SGi ]; // update G
9: end for
10: return Pap ;

By running the SES algorithm, Fig 14 shows the placement of

multiple APs in the same scenarios with Fig 13. By deploying 3

APs in each case, their remaining shadowing areas are 0.11m2 and

0.56m2, respectively.
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Figure 14: Multi-AP deployment in multi-obstacle cases.

4.5 Blockage-free multi-AP mmWave WLANs

As the density of AP increases, the remaining shadowing area will

be entirely eliminated to achieve full coverage, i.e., the mmWave

network scenario becomes blockage-free and randomly-located
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clients can always have LOS connections. In this part, we investi-

gate how to place multiple APs to make the environment become

blockage-free (shown in Algorithm 3). Based on the SES algorithm,

we !nd the optimal position of the !rst AP (Lines 4-8), and then the

grid set G is updated for following shadowing elimination process

(Line 9). Next, we compute the LOS probability PLOS which is re-

lated to the remaining shadowing area, and once all SR is eliminated

such that PLOS becomes 1, the whole process is terminated (Lines

10-13). Finally, the required number of APs and their respective

positions are obtained (Line 16).

Algorithm 3 Finding multi-AP deployment to achieve the
blockage-free condition

Input: Obs , lд , params
Output: Pap ; NumAP
1: Gd=[all grids ∈ Rm]; // !rst consider all grids
2: i = 1;
3: while i > 0 do
4: for each pos of AP i do
5: [SAui , SGi ]=FindUnionSR(Obs,pos,G, lд ,params);
6: end for
7: APi=arg min{SAui };
8: Pap .add(APi );
9: G=[grids in SGi ]; // update G

10: PLOS = 1 − SAui
rl ·rw ;

11: if PLOS = 1 then
12: break; // stop !nding the next AP
13: end if
14: i = i + 1;
15: end while
16: return Pap , NumAP = i;

By running Algorithm 3, Fig. 15 shows two examples of placing

multiple APs to achieve the blockage-free condition. It is observed

that 3 and 4 APs are required in Fig. 15 (a) and (b), respectively, and

with following multi-AP deployments in both cases, every client

will have LOS communication because of the full coverage.
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Figure 15: The deployment of multiple APs in blockage-free

cases.

5 PERFORMANCE STUDY

In this section, we do the simulation-based analysis in multi-AP

mmWave WLANs. First, the simulation platform based on ns-3

mmWave model is introduced. Then, we evaluate the network

performance with proposed AP deployments in di#erent scenarios.

5.1 ns-3 mmWave indoor network model

To incorporate the features of indoor con!gurations, we modi!ed

the ns-3 simulator based on IEEE 802.11ad protocol [25].

First, we implement the indoor scenario with an obstacle model

that has following features: 1) obstacles are modeled as cuboids and

placed on the %oor; 2) the center of the obstacle follows a Poisson

point process with a speci!c density; 3) the width and length of

obstacle follow truncated normal distributions as W∼ TN (0.56,

0.08, 0.25, 1.25) and L∼ TN (1.08, 0.18, 0.5, 1.75); 4) the obstacle’s

height and orientation follows uniform distribution as H∼ U(0.5,

2) and Θ ∼ U(0, π ). Besides, random-located client (i.e. wireless

device) is viewed as a random point, and its height follows a uniform

distribution as U(0.3, 1.5). These parameters are derived by using

a real-life lab environment as a guiding example.

Second, to build an accurate channel model for indoor mmWave

communication, we collect 5 sets of experimental estimations of

path loss model (including the path loss exponent and distribution

of fast fading), where all experiments are performed with LOS

connections in the lab environment [26].

5.2 Performance in RORC scenarios

In this part, we evaluate network performance with optimal multi-

AP placement in RORC scenarios, and all simulation parameters of

mmWave system are adopted from Sec. 5.1. Here LOS probability

and aggregate throughput are considered as main metrics for eval-

uation. First, considering a speci!c room where rl = 12m, rw = 8m,

we compare the network performance of proposed multi-AP de-

ployment (see Sec. 3.2) against that of three common deployment

methods, which are 1) random deployment, 2) linear arrangement

where APs are deployed according to Theorem 1, and 3) edged

deployment where AP are randomly placed on the edges of room.

With a speci!c obstacle density λ=0.3, Fig. 16 (a) and (b) shows

the LOS probability and throughput performance over 1∼6 APs,

respectively. It is observed that proposed optimal deployment out-

performs other three deployment methods. Compared with the

linear deployment method, the optimal placement provides the

obvious improvement on LOS probability and throughput when the

number of APs increases. The random deployment shows worse

performance when deploying fewer number of APs, and the edged

deployment always provides worst performance due to its limited

coverage.

Gbps

Figure 16: Deployment methods comparisons.

Second, with optimal placement of single AP or multiple APs

in the room, we evaluate the network performance with di#erent

obstacle densities. In Fig. 17 (a), we observe that the LOS probability

decreases when the obstacle density becomes higher due to server
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potential blockage e#ects, and with higher degree of deployed APs,

both LOS and throughput performance (shown in Fig. 17 (b)) will be

improved but the increase becomes marginal (less than 1%) when

deploying 6 APs, and this result con!rms our theoretical analysis

in Sec. 3.3. On the other hand, we can see that the throughput is

always consistent with LOS performance, which con!rms that LOS

is a critical requirement for indoor mmWave communication. Thus,

in what follows, we focus solely on LOS performance.

Gbps

Figure 17: Network performance vs. obstacle density.

5.3 Performance in FORC scenarios

In this part, we evaluate the all-client LOS rate (ALR) in an indoor

scenario shown in Fig. 15 (b), where 11 !xed obstacles are deployed.

With randomly located clients, we conduct hundreds of simula-

tions, and ALR is 1 if all clients have LOS connections in each case,

otherwise it is 0. By using the SES algorithm to determine multi-AP

placement in this scenario, Fig.18 shows the ALR performance with

di#erent numbers of APs and random clients. First, we can see

that ALR achieves over 90% when deploying 3 APs even with 15

randomly located clients, which is a huge improvement compared

to the single AP case. Second, we know that full coverage will be

achieved with deployment of 4 APs (shown in Fig. 15 (b)), and

here Fig. 18 indeed shows ALR is over 99.99% with 4 APs deployed,

which validates our SES algorithm since all shadowing areas are

almost eliminated with generated AP placement.
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Figure 18: All-client LOS rate vs. number of APs.

In addition, we compare the LOS performance between the op-

timal multi-AP placement (by solving Eq. (15) in a brute-force

method) and the placement generated by the SES algorithm (re-

ferred to as SES deployment). To achieve a blockage-free condition,

Fig. 19 shows the optimal result and SES result. Through the ALR

comparison (shown in Fig. 20), the performance of SES deployment

is very close to that of optimal deployment with same number of

APs, and even though one more AP is required by SES algorithm to

entirely eliminate shadowing region, but actually after deploying

the third AP shown in Fig 19 (b), ALR is above 98.5% without the 4th

AP, and the remaining shadowing area is only 0.73 m2 (shown in

Tab. 1), which is very close to full coverage. Therefore, the proposed

SES algorithm provides near-optimal multi-AP deployment in the

evaluated scenarios. In addition, the SES algorithm has obviously

lower time cost to generate results as shown in Tab. 1 for this case.
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Figure 19: Multi-AP placements for blockage-free case. ((a)

Optimal solution, (b) Solution from SES algorithm)

Table 1: The remaining shadowing area (RSA) and time cost

with SES algorithm and optimal (brute-force) solution.

No. AP 1 2 3 4 Time cost (hr)

Opt’s RSA (m2) 16.13 1.43 0 N/A ∼85
SES’s RSA (m2) 16.13 3.56 0.73 0 0.75
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Figure 20:ALR comparison betweenoptimal and SES results.

Considering the computation e"ciency of proposed algorithm,

we also compare the time costs (TC) of brute-force (BF) method and

SES algorithm in terms of di#erent number of !xed obstacles. As

shown in Tab. 2, the time cost of generating optimal solution with

BF method has a nearly exponential increase when there exists over

4 obstacle in FORC scenarios, but the time cost of SES algorithm

has only a gently increase as the number of obstacles increase,

which shows an absolute advantage in computation e"ciency with

multiple !xed obstacles.

Table 2: The time cost comparisons with SES algorithm and

optimal (brute-force) method.

No. of Obstacles 2 4 6 8 10

BF’s TC (hr) 0.23 2.57 13.21 36.32 82.35

SES’s TC (hr) 0.18 0.26 0.48 0.59 0.68
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Finally, we compare the number of required APs to achieve

blockage-free conditions with the SES algorithm and the optimal

solution. Since it is too time consuming to get optimal results with

a large number of obstacles, here we considered cases with a few

obstacles, and then evaluated the average number of APs to achieve

full coverage. Fig. 21 shows that the number of required APs with

SES algorithm is close to optimal, and as the obstacle scale increases,

the gap between SES and optimal becomes smaller, which validates

the performance of the SES algorithm.
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Figure 21: Avg. no. of required APs vs. no. of obstacles.

6 DISCUSSION

Our results can be directly used in practice for network deployment

in several ways. If APs are pre-deployed before a room is furnished,

or if it is expected that furniture will be moved frequently and mov-

ing AP locations is di"cult, then APs should be deployed according

to the optimal locations derived from the thinnest covering problem

solution in the RORC scenario. However, if APs can be positioned

after furniture locations are known, then they should be deployed

at the locations provided by the SES algorithm for the multi-AP,

multi-obstacle FORC scenario.

In addition, the proposed analytical model and algorithms in this

paper can also generate AP placements for non-rectangular rooms,

if those rooms are combinations of several rectangular rooms. For

example, considering an “L-shaped" room, we can divide it into

two rectangular rooms, and generate the optimal (near-optimal)

positions of APs for each of them separately.

On the other hand, considering the cost of multiple mmWave

AP devices used in indoor scenarios, an alternative is to deploy a

single AP and multiple low-cost relays to extend the AP’s coverage.

In this case, the only additional step is to select an appropriate

position for the unique AP among all generated optimal locations.

One strategy would be to place the AP at the position with best

coverage. For example, in RORC scenarios, we choose the optimal

location that has the smallest achievable distance dac , while in

FORC scenarios, the AP could be deployed at the position that is

the !rst one generated by the SES algorithm.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered coverage and deployment issues in

multi-AP mmWave WLANs. Based on our analytic model, the opti-

mal locations of multiple APs were derived in RORC scenarios, and

we showed that deploying up to 5 APs provides the highest per-

formance gains. In the FORC scenario, the shadowing-elimination

search algorithm was proposed to determine the placement of APs,

and full coverage is achieved with enough APs. Through ns-3 IEEE

802.11ad simulations at 60GHz, the network performance of pro-

posed AP deployments is shown to be always superior to that of

other common placement methods. Besides, we also validate that

the proposed SES algorithm can generate near-optimal placement

of APs, which provides desirable network performance for clients.
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